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JOHN OWEN; EDITED BY ANDREW S. BALLITCH; LEE GATISS AND SHAWN D. WRIGHT, GENERAL EDITORS

THE HOLY SPIRIT—THE COMFORTER
(Volume 8)
[The Trinity]

Crossway Introduces the Collected Works of John Owen, Updated for Modern Readers

Regarded as one of the greatest theologians in history, 17th-century pastor John Owen remains influential among those interested in Puritan and Reformed theology. The Complete Works of John Owen brings together all of Owen’s original theological writing, including never-before-published work, reformatted for modern readers in 40 user-friendly volumes.


Released over a 6-year span, The Complete Works of John Owen will inspire a new generation of Bible readers and scholars to deeper faith.

• Edited and Formatted for Modern Readers: Presents Owen’s original work, newly typeset with outlines, text breaks, headings, and footnotes
• Informative New Introductions: Provide historical, theological, and personal context
• Supporting Resources Enhance Reading: Include extensive annotations with sources, definitions, and translations of ancient languages
• Part of the Complete Works of John Owen Collection: Will release 40 hardcover volumes through 2028
• Perfect for Churches and Schools: Ideal for students, pastors, theologians, and those interested in the Holy Spirit and the Puritans

ABOUT THE WORK

Considered one of the most important theologians in history, John Owen has influenced centuries of Christian leaders. This 40-volume collection presents the entirety of his published works in a carefully edited, modern format to reach and inspire a new generation of Bible readers and scholars to deeper faith.

JOHN OWEN (1616-1683) was vice chancellor of Oxford University and served as advisor and chaplain to Oliver Cromwell. Among the most learned and active of the Puritans in seventeenth-century Europe, and known as the "theologian’s theologian," he was accomplished both in doctrine and practical theology.

ANDREW S. BALLITCH (PhD, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is the associate pastor of preaching and ministries at Westwood Alliance Church in Ontario, Ohio. He has taught church history courses at multiple schools and has published and edited numerous books and articles on the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Puritans.
LUCY S. R. AUSTEN

ELISABETH ELLIOT

A Life

An In-Depth Biography on the Life and Work of Missionary Elisabeth Elliot

Elisabeth Elliot (1926–2015) is one of the most widely known Christians of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. After the death of her husband, Jim, and four other missionaries at the hands of Waorani tribesmen in Ecuador, Elliot famously returned to live among the same people who had killed her husband. Her legacy, however, extends far beyond these events. In the years that followed, Elliot became a prolific writer and speaker, touching the lives of countless people around the world.

In this single-volume biography, Lucy S. R. Austen takes readers on an in-depth journey through the life of Elisabeth Elliot—her birth to missionary parents, her courtship and marriage to Jim Elliot, her missions work in Ecuador, and her private life and public work after she returned to the United States. Through Elliot’s example of love for God and obedience to his commands, readers will ponder what it means to follow Jesus.

• Single-Volume Biography on Elisabeth Elliot: Author Lucy S. R. Austen explores Elliot’s professional articles, books, and radio programs, as well as personal scrapbooks, journals, and letters
• Engaging: Tells the complex and moving life story of one of the most well-known Christian missionaries
• A Great Resource for Students: Thoroughly researched book provides information about Elliot beyond her work with the Waorani people and her first husband’s death

LUCY S. R. AUSTEN (BA, University of Washington) is a writer, editor, and teacher. She has served on the editorial staff of the Spring Hill Review, contributed to various publications, and developed two high-school English textbooks on prominent Christian authors. She has also spent over a decade studying source materials on Elisabeth Elliot. S. R. Austen lives in the beautiful Pacific Northwest with her husband and children.
MARNY KÖSTENBERGER; DANE C. ORTLUND AND MILES V. PELT, SERIES EDITORS

SANCTIFICATION AS SET APART AND GROWING IN CHRIST

A Biblical Theology of Sanctification from Genesis to Revelation

God’s holiness and the sanctification of his people are key themes throughout the biblical narrative. In this addition to the Short Studies in Biblical Theology series, Marny Köstenberger explores the topic of sanctification—being set apart by God for holiness—which is the impetus for a believer’s God-given mission.

Surveying the Bible from beginning to end, Köstenberger teaches that sanctification is a trinitarian enterprise: God creates humanity in his holy image, Christ delivers them from sin, and the Spirit applies the benefits of Christ’s saving work, restoring the original image in Christ. At the core, a believer’s union with Christ, and their experience of abiding in him, powerfully propels their growth in holiness.

- Short Studies in Biblical Theology: Part of a series designed to give readers accessible volumes on God’s word—other volumes include Resurrection Hope and the Death of Death, The Sabbath as Rest and Hope for the People of God, and more
- Analyzes the Word “Sanctification” in Both Hebrew and Greek
- Helps Readers Understand How the Old and New Testaments Relate to Each Other

ABOUT THE SERIES:

The Short Studies in Biblical Theology series is designed to help readers see the whole Bible as a unified story culminating in Jesus Christ. In each volume, a trusted scholar traces an important topic through God’s word and explores its significance for the Christian life.

MARNY KÖSTENBERGER (ThD, University of South Africa) is a teacher and women’s consultant, the author of Jesus and the Feminists, and the coauthor of God’s Design for Man and Woman and Parenting Essentials. She previously served as director of women’s programs and mentoring, and professor of theology and women’s ministry at various churches and seminaries. Marny and her husband, Andreas, live in North Carolina.
THOMAS R. SCHREINER; GRAHAM A. COLE AND OREN R. MARTIN, SERIES EDITORS

JUSTIFICATION
An Introduction

A Clear and Concise Exploration of the Doctrine of Justification from Thomas R. Schreiner

When we see the fallenness of the world, it is often challenging to understand how sinners can stand before a holy God, but the gospel gives hope—justification that comes through Jesus Christ. This doctrine is essential to the gospel but has sparked countless academic and theological disagreements throughout church history, even contributing to the Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century.

In this addition to the Short Studies in Systematic Theology series, Thomas R. Schreiner examines the biblical and historical background of the doctrine of justification. Schreiner explores it throughout church history and analyzes both the Old and New Testament teachings. By examining the relationship between justification and other doctrines of salvation—such as redemption, reconciliation, adoption, and sanctification—Schreiner shows how it gives peace, assurance, and joy to sinners through Jesus and hope for life today.

• Accessible: Designed to be short and approachable, this text is an ideal resource for college students, pastors, and thoughtful laypeople
• Part of the Short Studies in Systematic Theology Series: Other titles include The Person of Christ; Glorification; and The Doctrine of Scripture
• Written by Thomas R. Schreiner: A renowned biblical scholar and professor who has authored or edited numerous books, including Run to Win the Prize; The Joy of Hearing; and Covenant and God’s Purpose for the World

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Short Studies in Systematic Theology series aims to equip readers to understand, teach, love, and apply what God has revealed in Scripture. Each volume introduces a major doctrine, develops it from Scripture, and brings it to bear on the Christian life. These accessible volumes draw from both the Christian tradition and contemporary theology, and are perfect for introducing laypeople, pastors, students, and teachers to what God has revealed in his written word.

THOMAS R. SCHREINER (MDiv and ThM, Western Conservative Baptist Seminary; PhD, Fuller Theological Seminary) is the James Buchanan Harrison Professor of New Testament Interpretation and associate dean of the School of Theology at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
LYDIA BROWNBACK

JOB

Trusting God When Suffering Comes

A 10-Week Study of the Book of Job, Great for Women’s Groups

From Job’s beginnings as a wealthy, God-honoring family man, through his time of intense suffering and grief, and finally to the abundant restoration of everything he’d lost, Job’s story helps us learn more about God’s power and purposes—even in a world full of pain.

In this 10-week Bible study, Lydia Brownback goes beyond the familiar lessons from the Old Testament book of Job and invites women into an in-depth, exegetical journey through the text. Written for individuals or groups, each lesson explores topics around faith, doubt, and suffering and explains the context of Job in redemptive history. With resources including reading plans and discussion questions, this challenging yet accessible study encourages women to love studying God’s word.

- **In-Depth, Exegetical Studies**: Each week includes a brief introduction, summaries of that week’s passages, and application questions for deeper study and review.
- **Quick, Engaging Weekly Resources**: Helpful reading plans, sidebars, timelines, and more to help busy readers get the most out of Scripture.
- **Perfect for Individuals or Small Groups**: Includes discussion questions, additional verses for further reading, and a URL with tips for leaders.

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Flourish Bible Study series equips women to study the overarching storyline of the Bible book by book. Designed for individual or group use, each 10-week workbook features conversational teaching that aims to make in-depth Bible study accessible to women in all seasons of life, along with practical application questions and additional recommended resources.

LYDIA BROWNBACK (MAR, Westminster Theological Seminary) is the author of several books, including the On-the-Go Devotionals for women; Finding God in My Loneliness; and Sing a New Song, and she is passionate about teaching God’s word.
CONRAD MBewe

**IS GOD REALLY SOVEREIGN?**

*A Short Introduction to the Sovereignty of God for the Christian Life*

God’s sovereignty is difficult for most people to wrap their minds around even when they’re not going through difficult times; the topic raises many questions about salvation, evangelism, sin, and suffering. But when difficult circumstances arise, many believers ask, “Is God really in control?”

In this addition to the Church Questions series, pastor Conrad Mbewe explains the Bible’s teaching on God’s sovereignty and addresses the common questions that it raises. He shows how it affects one’s outlook on salvation, suffering, prayer, and worship in the Christian life. This short and accessible work is ideal for anyone currently struggling with the sovereignty of God or for new Christians wanting to learn more about God’s sovereignty.

- **Part of the Church Questions Series:** Developed to give biblical insight into common questions
- **Global Perspective:** Written by Zambian author and pastor Conrad Mbewe
- **Useful for Seekers:** Accessible for those new to faith or looking to learn more

**ABOUT THE SERIES**

Church Questions is a series that seeks to provide ordinary Christians with sound and accessible biblical teaching by answering common questions they have about church life. Each volume offers biblical answers and practical applications with the goal of nurturing healthy church practice and commitment.

**CONRAD MBewe (PhD, University of Pretoria) is pastor of Kabwata Baptist Church in Lusaka, Zambia, and founding chancellor of the African Christian University. Conrad has authored over nine books and contributed to many others. He and his wife, Felistas, have three children and three foster children.**
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SCOTT KLUSENDORF

THE CASE FOR LIFE
Equipping Christians to Engage the Culture
(Second Edition)

[Foreword by Lila Rose]

Pro-Life Advocate Scott Klusendorf Answers the Important Question: “What Are the Unborn?”

Pro-life Christians, take heart: the pro-life message can compete in the marketplace of ideas if Christians properly understand and articulate that message. In light of the 50th anniversary of Roe v. Wade, too many Christians do not understand the essential truths of the pro-life position, making it difficult for them to articulate a biblical worldview on issues like abortion, cloning, and embryo research.

This second edition of The Case for Life, now with a substantial amount of additional and rewritten content, provides intellectual grounding for the pro-life convictions that most evangelicals hold.

Author Scott Klusendorf simplifies the debate—the sanctity of life is not a morally complex issue. The debate turns on one key question: What is the unborn? In this timely book, Klusendorf teaches readers what the role of the pro-life Christian should be and how to lovingly and winsomely engage in questions and objections.

- **Timely:** A helpful resource published in light of the 50th anniversary of Roe v. Wade
- **Ideal for Christians or Anyone Curious about the Pro-Life Movement:** Written for those looking to learn more about the pro-life argument and why it matters
- **Logically Grounded:** Klusendorf explains the core of the argument and how to engage in a thoughtful and loving way
- **Features New Content:** Includes 8 new chapters and a new section titled “Pro-Life Christians Survey the Major Thinkers”

SCOTT KLUSENDORF (MA, Biola University) is the president of Life Training Institute, where he trains pro-life advocates to persuasively defend their views. A passionate and engaging platform speaker, Scott’s pro-life presentations have been featured by Focus on the Family, Truths That Transform, and American Family Radio.
DAVID MURRAY

PHILIPPIANS AND COLOSSIANS
Stories of Joy and Identity

A Daily Devotional through the Books of Philippians and Colossians from the StoryChanger Devotional Series

If you want to change your story, you need to know God’s story. This devotional, part of the StoryChanger Devotional series, is a friendly, practical guide to understanding the books of Philippians and Colossians and how they shape your story.

Philippians and Colossians: Stories of Joy and Identity includes 50 devotionals written by David Murray. This volume features daily readings designed to help you learn, love, and live the whole Bible. Murray walks you through the full text of Philippians and Colossians, offering thoughtful comments on each book’s message, reflection questions, and a personal daily prayer. These devotionals can help reorient your mind and transform your life with God’s better story.

- **50 Daily God-Centered Devotionals**: Each day includes an explanation of that day’s reading, reflection questions, and a personal prayer
- **Great for Families, Individuals, or Small Groups**: Accessible for non-Christians and new Christians, this devotional also helps readers learn how to effectively share God’s story
- **Part of the StoryChanger Devotional Series**: Inspired by Murray’s book The StoryChanger: How God Rewrites Our Story by Inviting Us into His

ABOUT THE SERIES

The StoryChanger Devotionals are designed to help you know the Bible better, change your life for the better, and share the gospel better. Each daily reading reorients your mind around God’s story, transforming you into a storyteller and therefore a story changer.

DAVID MURRAY (PhD, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) is the senior pastor of First Byron Christian Reformed Church in Byron Center, Michigan. He is also a counselor, a regular speaker at conferences, and the author of Reset and Exploring the Bible. David has taught Old Testament, counseling, and pastoral theology at various seminaries.
JON NIELSON

KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH

An Introduction to Systematic Theology

An Accessible Guide to Systematic Theology from Pastor Jon Nielson

When you consider theology, you may think of confusing, lofty terminology that only concerns scholars and pastors. But in reality, theology is for anyone who wants to better understand God and learn more about the Bible. Theology—the study of God and his word—should be personal, accessible, and worshipful.

Pastor Jon Nielson has written Knowing God’s Truth, a part of the Theology Basics suite, to make systematic theology clear, meaningful, and practical for those looking for a highly accessible guide to studying God. In this introduction, Nielson defines systematic theology as “theological study done in a highly organized, topical way” and covers the 12 basic categories—Scripture, man, sin, church, and more. He also helps readers learn to apply theology in their everyday lives by integrating invitations to pray and meditate on what they’ve learned.

- **Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods:** Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology; perfect for individual or group study
- **Application:** Each chapter includes “Stop and Pray” breaks, verses to memorize, and key themes to review
- **Part of the Theology Basics Suite:** A collection of books and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- **Companion Workbook and Video Series Sold Separately:** Invites further interaction with the text and integrate their study with application

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

JON NIELSON (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including *Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry* and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.

CROSSWAY.ORG
WORTHY
Living in Light of the Gospel

Written by Theologian Sinclair Ferguson, the Second Book in the Growing Gospel Integrity Series Explores the Christian's Call to Christlikeness

While Jesus offers forgiveness for believers who sin, Scripture makes it clear that Christians are to pursue obedience and holiness. So what does it mean to walk in a manner that's "worthy of the gospel of Christ" (Phil. 1:27), and how should that look in the life of a Christ follower?

In this short, accessible guide, theologian Sinclair Ferguson explains the importance of living worthy of the gospel, why the principle is often forgotten, and how it’s cultivated. Clarifying the difference between biblical obedience and legalism, Ferguson exhorts believers to pursue Christlikeness, offering practical examples from Scripture. The second book of the Growing Gospel Integrity series, Worthy helps Christians, students, pastors, and those preparing for ministry to live as citizens of heaven rather than citizens of the world.

- **Written by Theologian Sinclair Ferguson:** Explains how humility, God’s providence, and even suffering cultivate righteousness
- **Practical Study:** Encourages Christians to intentionally pursue holiness and find satisfaction in the presence and love of Christ
- **Great for Pastors, Students, and Laypeople:** Defines the grammar and language of the Bible and explores the difference between obedience and legalism
- **Part of the Growing Gospel Integrity Series**

ABOUT THE SERIES

Created in partnership with Union School of Theology in Oxford, the Growing Gospel Integrity series invites readers to pursue spiritual growth through four marks of integrity: worthy lives, unity, courage, and humility. Each book examines one of these marks—why they are essential, what they should look like, how the gospel molds these qualities, and how individuals and churches can be shaped by them. Through this series, Christians will be challenged to grow in spiritual integrity, rejoicing in and living by the gospel they profess.

SINCLAIR B. FERGUSON (PhD, University of Aberdeen) is Chancellor’s Professor of Systematic Theology at Reformed Theological Seminary and the former senior minister of the First Presbyterian Church in Columbia, South Carolina. He is the author of several books, including By Grace Alone and Lessons from the Upper Room. Sinclair and his wife, Dorothy, have four grown children.
GOD, YOU ARE
20 Promises from the Psalms for Kids

20 Psalms and Devotions to Help Children Learn More about Who God Is

The Psalms are full of “You Are” statements—praises of who God is and what he has done for his people—like “You are my rock and fortress” found in Psalm 18. These short, simple statements provide wonderful opportunities for parents to teach their children about the character of God and reflect on who he is in powerful ways.

In this book, professor, pastor, and father William R. Osborne presents short devotions around the 20 “You Are” statements found in the Psalms. Each devotional is followed by a short prayer that families can pray together as they read. Using a clear and warm style, Osborne provides a distinct connection between the gospel of Jesus Christ and God’s goodness, holiness, and mercy as they are illustrated in the Psalms.

- For Children Ages 4-8
- Encourages Children to Pray: Each devotional comes with a simple prayer that parents and children can read and say together as they echo the words of the psalmist
- Scripture Memorization: Great tool to help children memorize Scripture about the character of God
- Illustrated by Brad Woodard: Co-founder of Brave the Woods, a creative studio that specializes in illustration, branding, and education

WILLIAM R. OSBORNE (PhD, Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) serves as associate professor of biblical and theological studies at College of the Ozarks and is the author of Divine Blessing and the Fullness of Life in the Presence of God. He lives in southwest Missouri with his wife and four kids.

BRAD WOODARD is the co-founder of Brave the Woods, a creative studio that specializes in illustration, branding, and education. Brave the Woods, which Brad founded with his wife Krystal, has worked with clients such as Uber, Target, Penguin Random House, and more.
HOW TO READ AND UNDERSTAND THE PSALMS

Bruce K. Waltke and Fred G. Zaspel

An Introduction to the Psalms from Biblical Scholars Bruce K. Waltke and Fred G. Zaspel

Written over the course of 1,000 years, the book of Psalms is a collection of religious poetry voicing a wide variety of human emotions expressed in different genres—imprecatory psalms, psalms of praise, and more. It has become one of the most popular books of the Bible, but most readers have only a surface level understanding of the Psalms and how it fits into the larger historical and scriptural context.

In *How to Read and Understand the Psalms*, Bruce K. Waltke and Fred G. Zaspel give readers tools to learn how to properly interpret and internalize the Psalms. Developed primarily from decades of lectures by Waltke, they explain the various types of psalms, Hebrew poetry, rhetorical techniques, and more. Armed with these tools, believers will discover how the 150 psalms can further fuel their knowledge and love of God.

- **Developed Primarily from Lectures by Bruce K. Waltke:** A renowned Old Testament scholar, Waltke taught on the Psalms for decades at Dallas Seminary, Regent College, Westminster Theological Seminary, Reformed Theological Seminary, and Knox Theological Seminary
- **Ideal for Pastors, Teachers, and Students:** Readers will be equipped to read, teach, and preach the Psalms with greater confidence
- **In-Depth:** Waltke and Zaspel examine specific psalms verse-by-verse and explain the various ways the psalmists themselves convey their message and how their psalms should be read in light of the biblical canon

Bruce K. Waltke (ThD, Dallas Theological Seminary; PhD, Harvard University) is Professor Emeritus of Old Testament Studies at Regent College and Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Old Testament at Knox Theological Seminary. He is the author of *An Old Testament Theology* and commentaries on Genesis, Micah, and Proverbs. Bruce is a member at Advent Anglican Church in Woodinville, WA.

Fred G. Zaspel (PhD, Free University of Amsterdam) serves as a pastor at Reformed Baptist Church in Franconia, Pennsylvania, an adjunct professor of systematic theology at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and executive editor at Books At a Glance. He is the author of *The Theology of B. B. Warfield and Warfield on the Christian Life*, coauthor of *New Covenant Theology*, and has published numerous booklets, articles, and book reviews.
MIKE MCKINLEY

FRIENDSHIP WITH GOD
A Path to Deeper Fellowship with the Father, Son, and Spirit

Based on John Owen’s Classic Text Communion with God, This Helpful Resource Answers the Question, “What Does It Mean to Be Friends with Jesus?”

In John 15, Jesus says, “I have called you friends.” But what does it mean to be friends with Jesus? In the early 1650s, theologian John Owen attempted to answer this question through a series of sermons, eventually compiled as Communion with God. The book is full of truths about having fellowship with God, but Owen’s work is often a struggle for modern readers to understand.

In Friendship with God, pastor Mike McKinley takes a key idea or insight from Communion with God and clarifies it for readers in each chapter, giving them practical guidance for how to develop fellowship with God—such as obeying the Father’s commands, acknowledgment of sin, and prayer. Perfect for new Christians or for those without a church background, this accessible resource offers an introduction to the God who “wants you to know him and be known by him.”

- Accessible: Written for a broad contemporary audience, perfect for new Christians or for those without a church background
- Based on John Owen’s Classic Text Communion with God: Takes Owen’s work and explains the key themes to a modern audience
- Examines Some Key Attributes of God: Including his Trinitarian nature, love, and grace

MIKE MCKINLEY (MDiv, Westminster Theological Seminary) is senior pastor of Sterling Park Baptist Church in Sterling, Virginia. He is the author of a number of books, including Am I Really a Christian? and Church Planting Is for Wimps. He and his wife, Karen, have five children and live in Northern Virginia.
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The Christian Life According to the Gospels

JOHN PIPER
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JOHN PIPER is founder and lead teacher of desiringGod.org and chancellor of Bethlehem College & Seminary. He served for thirty-three years as the pastor for preaching and vision of Bethlehem Baptist Church in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and is the author of more than fifty books, including Desiring God; Don’t Waste Your Life; and Providence.
J. H. Bavinck; Translated and Edited by James Eglinton

Personality and Worldview

[Foreword by Timothy Keller]

An Examination of Worldview, Worldvision, and the Soul by Dutch-Reformed Theologian J. H. Bavinck, Translated into English for the First Time

Modern evangelicals differ on their concept of “worldview.” Many have varying definitions of it and some even consider it to be a wholly unhelpful term in understanding the world around them. This volume by Johan Herman Bavinck examines the relationship between the soul, each human’s unique personality, and worldview—acknowledging the importance of worldview while recognizing the dangers if worldviews are misapplied.

Personality and Worldview by J. H. Bavinck, nephew and student of Dutch-Reformed theologian Herman Bavinck, creates a distinction between a worldvision (which all people have) and a worldview (which only few have in a mature and wise way). Profoundly influenced by the works of St. Augustine, Bavinck challenges readers to allow the gospel to reshape their worldviews and their personalities as they pursue godly wisdom. Translated into English for the first time by James Eglinton, Bavinck’s accessible prose, personal applications, and more will greatly serve pastors, students, and laypeople alike.

- Foreword by Timothy Keller: Keller writes, “I could not be happier that Johan Herman Bavinck’s Personality and Worldview has been made accessible to the English-speaking world. It is an important work, perhaps even what we call a ‘game-changer.’”
- Edited and Translated by James Eglinton: An expert scholar and author on the Dutch neo-Calvinist tradition
- Introduction by the Editor: Provides an overview of the book and a brief introduction to Johan Herman Bavinck’s life
- For Readers Who Enjoy Herman Bavinck: Works as a follow-up text to Herman Bavinck’s Christian Worldview

J. H. Bavinck (1895–1964) was a Dutch pastor, theologian, and missionary to Indonesia. Nephew of Reformed theologian Herman Bavinck, he also served as a professor of missiology at the Free University of Amsterdam and the Theological School in Kampen. Some of his other works include An Introduction to the Science of Missions: Between the Beginning and the End; and The Church Between Temple and Mosque.

James Eglinton (PhD, University of Edinburgh) is the Meldrum Senior Lecturer in Reformed Theology at New College, the University of Edinburgh. He is the author of Bavinck: A Critical Biography, which won the 2020 Gospel Coalition Book of the Year for history and biography.
MitCHELL L. CHASE

SHORt OF GLORY
A Biblical and Theological Exploration of the Fall
A Study of How Genesis 3 Influences the Whole Story of the Bible

When looking around at the world, it is easy to see that all is not as it should be. This brokenness within the world and humanity finds its roots in mankind’s rebellion against God. The fall, as recorded in Genesis 3, sets the stage for creation’s need for redemption—ultimately found in Jesus Christ.

In this book, pastor and professor Mitchell Chase argues that in order to understand the fall and recognize its profound impact on later Scripture and the world today, Christians must first understand Genesis 3. Chase identifies themes found in Genesis 3—temptation, shame, messianic hope, and more—and shows how they reverberate throughout the rest of the storyline of Scripture. Understanding Adam and Eve’s fall is crucial to understanding the world as it currently is and the need for redemption through Jesus.

- **Accessible**: Clear and concise writing on one of the most vital chapters in Scripture
- **For Those Interested in Biblical Theology**: Ideal for students, thoughtful lay people, and pastors looking to grow in their knowledge of inner-biblical exegesis and connections
- **Identifies Biblical Themes in Genesis 3**: Including temptation, shame, and messianic hope
- **Written by Mitchell L. Chase**: Professor at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and the author of Resurrection Hope and the Death of Death

---

SHORT OF GLORY
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MITCHELL L. CHASE (PhD, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is an associate professor of biblical studies at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He is also the preaching pastor of Kosmosdale Baptist Church in Louisville, Kentucky, and is the author of several books.
JON NIELSON

KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH WORKBOOK

The Companion Workbook to Jon Nielson’s Knowing God’s Truth, an Accessible Guide to Systematic Theology

In his book Knowing God’s Truth, Pastor Jon Nielson gives a clear, meaningful, and practical introduction to systematic theology. Part of the Theology Basics suite of resources, this companion workbook walks through each of the book’s 12 chapters, which cover the basic categories of systematic theology—including Scripture, humanity, sin, the church, and more.

The Knowing God’s Truth Workbook provides readers an opportunity to further interact with the text through Scripture passages, discussion questions, and quotes from the book, inviting them to pray, meditate on, and apply what they have learned. Designed to be used in conjunction with the book, this workbook is perfect for individual meditation or group study.

- Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods: Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology; perfect for individual or group study
- Part of the Theology Basics Suite of Resources: A collection of books, video studies, and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- Companion Book and Video Studies Sold Separately: Invite further interaction with the text and integrate their study with application

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite of resources is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

JON NIELSON (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.
VERN S. POYTHRESS

REDEEMING REASON

A God-Centered Approach

Vern S. Poythress Explains the Laws of Human Reasoning and How to Apply Them in Light of the Gospel

Humans use reasoning to understand and order the world around us. We apply this logic in a variety of contexts, from classifying simple objects to considering complex philosophies. But how should our identity as Christians—made in the image of God (Gen. 1:26–27) with minds renewed by the Holy Spirit (Rom. 12:1–2)—inform our reasoning?

Vern S. Poythress explains how all human reasoning reflects God’s nature. Providing a foundational understanding of God as the source of rationality, Poythress details the 3 fundamental laws of logic—identity, contradiction, and excluded middle—with a strong focus on analogical reasoning. This robust guide explains types of analogy, ethics applied to logic, the use of analogies in the doctrines of God, and more to give readers a renewed perspective on how to use reason as a follower of God.

- **Thorough Study of Reasoning:** Explores the 3 fundamental laws of logic along with various kinds of analogy, including syllogistic reasoning, formal deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, and scientific models
- **From the Author of Logic: A God-Centered Approach to the Foundation of Western Thought:** This book continues Poythress’s look at reasoning, placing it under the lordship of Christ
- **Great for Students, Pastors, and Christian Philosophers:** Includes helpful visuals and appendices for learning and applying various systems of logic

VERN S. POYTHRESS (PhD, Harvard University; ThD, University of Stellenbosch) is Distinguished Professor of New Testament, Biblical Interpretation, and Systematic Theology at Westminster Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he has taught for four decades. In addition to earning six academic degrees, he is the author of numerous books and articles on biblical interpretation, language, and science.
MARK DEVER AND JAMIE DUNLOP

THE COMPELLING COMMUNITY STUDY GUIDE

A Companion Study Guide to The Compelling Community, Great for Individuals, Small Groups, and More

In The Compelling Community, pastors Mark Dever and Jamie Dunlop cast a captivating vision for authentic fellowship in the local church that goes beyond small groups, arguing that true fellowship is made up of two crucial ingredients: commitment (depth) and diversity (breadth). Theologically rooted yet extremely practical, The Compelling Community sets forth basic principles that will help churches become the compelling community that we all long for.

This companion study guide covers all 12 chapters of The Compelling Community, featuring the main idea of each chapter, a Bible passage to study, prayer prompts, and suggestions for further reading. With questions for reflection and discussion, The Compelling Community Study Guide will help spark conversation and encourage readers to reflect on biblical truth about authentic fellowship within the local church.

• Interactive: Includes questions and Bible verses for guided study and discussion
• Accessible Resource for Churches: Helps pastors and congregations think deeply about community within the church
• For Individuals and Groups Alike: Perfect for small groups, Bible studies, or individuals looking to learn more about what the Bible has to say about community
• Companion Study Guide: Designed to be used alongside The Compelling Community by Mark Dever and Jamie Dunlop

MARK DEVER (PhD, Cambridge University) is the senior pastor of Capitol Hill Baptist Church in Washington, DC, and president of 9Marks (9Marks.org). Dever has authored over a dozen books and speaks at conferences nationwide. He lives in Washington, DC, with his wife, Connie, and they have two adult children.

JAMIE DUNLOP has served as an associate pastor of Capitol Hill Baptist Church since 2009. Prior to that, he managed a line of business for a large management consultancy. He is the coauthor (with Mark Dever) of The Compelling Community.
ALEX DUKE

TALKING TO GOD

Prayer

Explore the Centrality of Prayer in the Christian Life with This 9Marks Healthy Church Study Guide

Talking to God in prayer is one of the most foundational elements to the Christian faith but is often surrounded by a lot of uncertainty and questions: Is there a right way to pray? How does it really work? Does God hear all prayers? In this short study guide, groups will work through guided discussions together as they learn about the centrality of prayer in the Christian life and the church community.

9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides is a series of 6-7 week studies covering the 9 distinctives of a healthy church as laid out in Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians live out those realities as members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, the format of this series is guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small-group contexts.

- **Part of the 9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides Series:** A series of 6-7 week Bible studies covering 9 distinctives of a healthy church
- **Perfect for Group Study:** Includes guided discussion of Scripture with questions at the end of each chapter, which is ideal for Sunday school, small groups, and more
- **Based off of Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever**

ABOUT THE SERIES

9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides is a series of twelve 6-7 week studies covering the 9 distinctives of a healthy church laid out in Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians live out those realities as members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, the format of this series is guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small-group contexts.

ALEX DUKE (MDiv, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is the editorial manager for 9Marks and the director of youth ministry and ecclesiological training at Third Avenue Baptist Church in Louisville, Kentucky.
ALEX DUKE

SENDING AND GOING TOGETHER
Missions

Discuss the Bible’s Teaching on Missions with This 9Marks Healthy Church Study Guide

While the word “missions” is not in the Bible, taking the gospel to unreached people is an essential outpouring of the Christian faith. This short study guide explores a biblical understanding and practice of missions and covers topics such as sending and supporting missionaries. Using questions for each chapter, groups will work through guided discussions together as they learn the Bible’s teaching on missions.

9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides is a series of twelve 6-7 week studies covering the 9 distinctives of a healthy church as laid out in Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians live out those realities as members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, the format of this series is guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small-group contexts.

- Part of the 9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides Series: A series of twelve 6-7 week Bible studies covering 9 distinctives of a healthy church
- Perfect for Group or Individual Study: Includes guided, inductive discussion of Scripture with discussion questions at the end of each chapter
- Based off of Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever

ABOUT THE SERIES

9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides is a series of twelve 6-7 week studies covering the 9 distinctives of a healthy church laid out in Nine Marks of a Healthy Church 4th ed. by Mark Dever. This series explores the biblical foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians live out those realities as members of a local body. Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, the format of this series is guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small-group contexts.

ALEX DUKE (MDiv, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary) is the editorial manager for 9Marks and the director of youth ministry and ecclesiastical training at Third Avenue Baptist Church in Louisville, Kentucky.
KATHRYN BUTLER

LOST IN THE CAVERNS
(The Dream Keeper Saga Book 3)

The Dream Keeper Saga, an Adventure Series for Middle-Grade Readers, Continues with Book 3

Twelve-year-old dream keeper Lily McKinley is grieving the death of Prince Pax when, in an instant, he appears by his tomb with a message for her: “Whomever you meet, tell them about what you have seen and heard in this valley. Tell them about what I gave for them, and won for them.” Though she feels her powers weakening, she must embark on a dangerous journey through the Desert of the Forgotten to regain her ability to dream and spread Pax’s message.

This exciting novel, the third book of the Dream Keeper Saga by Kathryn Butler, mixes fantasy with Christian themes, taking middle-grade readers on an adventure steeped in magic, mystery, and glimmers of hope.

- **Christian Themes**: This exciting story invites readers into deep conversations about the gospel and theological issues including sacrifice, salvation, and evangelism
- **Ideal for Middle-Grade Readers and Families**: Includes kids’ favorite fantasy and adventure elements with imaginative new characters and settings
- **Book 3 in the Dream Keeper Saga by Kathryn Butler**

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Dream Keeper Saga ushers middle-grade readers into rich, imaginative adventures to explore themes of redemption and hope. Inspired by the gospel, these epic stories awaken imaginations and lead families into powerful conversations about Christ.

KATHRYN BUTLER is a trauma surgeon turned writer and homeschooling mom, who writes regularly for the Gospel Coalition, desiringGod.org, and Story Warren. She’s the author of *Between Life and Death* and *Glimmers of Grace*, both books that explore medicine and faith, as well as the Dream Keeper Saga.
KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH
(Book and Workbook)

Learn More about Systematic Theology with Jon Nielson through the Knowing God’s Truth Book and the Companion Workbook

In his book Knowing God’s Truth, pastor Jon Nielson gives a clear, meaningful, and practical introduction to systematic theology. This set includes a copy of the book and the companion workbook, covering the basic categories of systematic theology—including Scripture, humanity, sin, the church, and more.

This Knowing God’s Truth set invites readers to pray, meditate on, and apply what they learn in the book. The workbook pairs with the book, offering additional Scripture passages, quotes from the book, and discussion questions. This set, which is ideal for individual study or small groups, can also be used with the Knowing God’s Truth Video Study, sold separately.

- **Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods:** Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology; perfect for individual or group study
- **Part of the Theology Basics Suite of Resources:** A collection of books, video studies, and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- **Companion Video Study Sold Separately:** Invites further interaction with the text and integrates participants’ study with application
- **Set Includes** Knowing God’s Truth and Knowing God’s Truth Workbook

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite of resources is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

JON NIELSON (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.
KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH
(Workbook and DVD)

Learn More about Systematic Theology with the Workbook and Video Study DVD of Jon Nielson’s Knowing God’s Truth

In his book Knowing God’s Truth, pastor Jon Nielson gives a clear, meaningful, and practical introduction to systematic theology. Part of the Theology Basics suite of resources, this Knowing God’s Truth set includes a copy of the workbook and the DVD video study, covering the basic categories of systematic theology—including Scripture, humanity, sin, the church, and more.

The Knowing God’s Truth Workbook provides readers an opportunity to further interact with the text through Scripture passages, discussion questions, and quotes from the book. Each 10-12 minute video of the DVD video study features Jon Nielson summarizing the main points and giving biblical application of the key themes. Designed to be used in conjunction with the book, this set invites them to pray, meditate on, and apply what they have learned—perfect for individual meditation or group study.

- Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods: Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology; perfect for individual or group study
- Part of the Theology Basics Suite of Resources: A collection of books, video studies, and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- Set Includes the Knowing God’s Truth Workbook and the Knowing God’s Truth Video Study

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite of resources is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

JON NIELSON (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.
JON NIELSON

KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH
(Book and DVD)

Learn More about Systematic Theology through Knowing God’s Truth and the Companion Video Study DVD

In his book Knowing God’s Truth, pastor Jon Nielson gives a clear, meaningful, and practical introduction to systematic theology. Part of the Theology Basics suite of resources, this Knowing God’s Truth set includes a copy of the book and the companion video study, covering the basic categories of systematic theology—including Scripture, humanity, sin, the church, and more.

This Knowing God’s Truth set invites readers to pray, meditate on, and apply what they have learned. The DVD video study pairs with the book by providing 10–12 minute videos from Nielson summarizing key points and giving application of the main themes. This set, which is ideal for individual study or small groups, can also be used with the Knowing God’s Truth Workbook, sold separately.

- **Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods**: Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology, perfect for individual or group study
- **Part of the Theology Basics Suite of Resources**: A collection of books, video studies, and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- **Workbook Sold Separately**: Invites further interaction with the text and integrates participants’ study with application
- **Set Includes Knowing God’s Truth and Knowing God’s Truth Video Study**

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite of resources is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

JON NIELSON (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.
KNOWING GOD’S TRUTH
(Book, Workbook, and DVD)

Learn More about Systematic Theology through Knowing God’s Truth and the Companion Workbook and Video Study

In his book Knowing God’s Truth, pastor Jon Nielson gives a clear, meaningful, and practical introduction to systematic theology. Part of the Theology Basics suite of resources, this Knowing God’s Truth set includes a copy of the book, companion workbook, and DVD video study, covering the basic categories of systematic theology—including Scripture, humanity, sin, the church, and more.

The Knowing God’s Truth Workbook provides readers an opportunity to further interact with the book through Scripture passages, discussion questions, and quotes from the book. In the video study, each 10-12 minute video features Jon Nielson summarizing main points and gives biblical application of the key themes. This set invites them to pray, meditate on, and apply what they have learned—perfect for individual meditation or group study.

- Clear Language and Easy-to-Follow Methods: Ideal for new Christians, students, or anyone wanting a highly accessible guide to systematic theology; perfect for individual or group study
- Part of the Theology Basics Suite of Resources: A collection of books, video studies, and study guides to introduce readers to systematic theology, biblical theology, and how to read the Bible
- Set Includes the Knowing God’s Truth Book, Workbook, and DVD

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Theology Basics suite of resources is a collection of books, workbooks, and videos designed to provide readers with an accessible introduction to the study of theology—systematic theology, biblical theology, and biblical interpretation. With a brief, clear, and engaging style, pastor Jon Nielson shows how theology is meant to be applicable and engaging, making a difference in every aspect of a believer’s life.

Jon Nielson (DMin, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) serves as the senior pastor of Christ Presbyterian Church (PCA) in Wheaton, Illinois. He has authored a number of books, including Gospel-Centered Youth Ministry and the Theology Basics suite of products. He and his wife, Jeanne, have four children.
UNION SERIES HARDCOVER (4-BOOK SET)

Union Series Hardcover Volumes, Now Available as a Set

Created in partnership with the Union School of Theology in Oxford, the Union series invites readers to experience deeper enjoyment of God through 4 interconnected values: delighting in God; growing in Christ; serving the church; and blessing the world. Each volume is focused on one of these pillars and is also available as a concise edition specially created for widespread distribution. Through this series, readers will be challenged to think deeply about theological topics as they delight in God and are captured by the glory of Christ.

This set of 4 hardcover volumes includes Rejoice and Tremble: The Surprising Good News of the Fear of the Lord by Michael Reeves; Deeper: Real Change for Real Sinners by Dane C. Ortlund; The Loveliest Place: The Beauty and Glory of the Church by Dustin Benge; and God Shines Forth: How the Nature of God Shapes and Drives the Mission of the Church by Daniel Hames and Michael Reeves.

- **Authors Are Notable Pastors, Teachers, and Scholars**: Authors include Michael Reeves, Daniel Hames, Dane Ortlund, and Dustin Benge
- **Concise Set Also Available**: Each hardcover volume has a concise version for broader distribution
- **Edited by Michael Reeves**: President of Union School of Theology

**ABOUT THE SERIES**

The Union series invites readers to experience deeper enjoyment of God through four interconnected values: delighting in God, growing in Christ, serving the church, and blessing the world.

---

**UNION SERIES HARDCOVER (4-BOOK SET)**

5.5” x 8.5”, Hardcover (jacket), 768 pages
978-1-4335-8776-4, $79.99, Case qty: 12
BISAC: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth (REL012070)
Available October 11, 2022
UNION CONCISE SERIES (4-BOOK SET)

Union Series Concise Volumes, Now Available as a Set

Created in partnership with the Union School of Theology in Oxford, the Union series invites readers to experience deeper enjoyment of God through 4 interconnected values: delighting in God; growing in Christ; serving the church; and blessing the world. Each volume is focused on one of these pillars and is also available as a hardcover edition specially created for more in-depth study. Through this series, readers will be challenged to think deeply about theological topics as they delight in God and are captured by the glory of Christ.

This set of 4 concise volumes includes What Does It Mean to Fear the Lord? by Michael Reeves; How Does God Change Us? by Dane C. Ortland; Why Should We Love the Local Church? by Dustin Benge; and What Fuels the Mission of the Church? by Daniel Hames and Michael Reeves.

- Authors Are Notable Pastors, Teachers, and Scholars: Authors include Michael Reeves, Daniel Hames, Dane Ortland, and Dustin Benge
- Hardcover Set Also Available: Each volume has a full version for more in-depth study
- Edited by Michael Reeves: President of Union School of Theology

ABOUT THE SERIES

The Union series invites readers to experience deeper enjoyment of God through four interconnected values: delighting in God, growing in Christ, serving the church, and blessing the world.

UNION CONCISE SERIES (4-BOOK SET)

5" x 7", Trade Paperback, 352 pages
978-1-4335-8777-1, $24.99, Case qty: 40
BISAC: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
(RELO12070)
Available October 11, 2022
KEVIN DEYOUNG

DO NOT BE TRUE TO YOURSELF

Countercultural Advice for the Rest of Your Life

Countercultural Yet Biblical Advice for High School and College Students, Ideal for Graduation and Birthday Gifts

Most speeches addressed to high school and college students follow a similar theme: march to the beat of your own drum. This may sound encouraging on the surface, but Scripture exhorts believers to submit their lives to the will of God, not their own desires. Christian students need gospel-centered truth to guide them on their journey toward independence.

In this collection of inspiring sermons and graduation speeches, Kevin DeYoung delivers a motivational, biblical call to young people: serve God faithfully—and if necessary, counter-culturally—in the next season of your life. Do Not Be True to Yourself includes practical advice for cultivating a Christ-centered worldview in every area of adult life, including relationships, work, church participation, and spiritual growth, making it a transformational resource for mentoring students.

- **Written by Kevin DeYoung:** Pastor and bestselling author shares relevant wisdom from past commencement speeches and sermons
- **Concise, Engaging Chapters of Countercultural Advice:** Christ-centered guidance that includes developing spiritual habits, prioritizing church attendance, fighting sexual sin, and temptation, and making godly decisions. Perfect for graduation gifts, birthdays, or small group discussion
- **Includes Reading Guide:** DeYoung suggests 12 classic Christian books every person should read, from writers including John Calvin, G. K. Chesterton, and R. C. Sproul

KEVIN DEYOUNG (PhD, University of Leicester) is the senior pastor at Christ Covenant Church in Matthews, North Carolina, and associate professor of systematic theology at Reformed Theological Seminary, Charlotte. He has written books for children, adults, and academics, including *Just Do Something, Crazy Busy*, and *The Biggest Story*. Kevin and his wife, Trisha, have nine children.